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Disclaimer
CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS: Certain information in contained in this presentation constitutes forward-looking statements
under applicable securities laws. Any statements that are contained in this presentation that are not statements of historical fact may be deemed to be forwardlooking statements. Forward looking statements are often identified by terms such as “may”, “should”, “anticipate”, “expect”, “potential”, “believe”, “intend” or the
negative of these terms and similar expressions. Forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to accretive
earnings, statements with respect to the funded production capacity which may not be achieved or realized within the time frames stated or at all, the anticipated
size and or revenue associated with the adult consumer market in Canada and the global market for medical marijuana. Forward looking statements are based on
certain assumptions regarding Aurora, including expected growth, results of operations, performance, industry trends and growth opportunities. While Aurora
considers these assumptions to be reasonable, based on information currently available, they may prove to be incorrect. Recipients are cautioned not to place
undue reliance on forward-looking statements contained herein. Forward-looking statements also necessarily involve known and unknown risks, including, without
limitation, risks associated with general economic conditions; adverse industry events; future legislative and regulatory developments; inability to access sufficient
capital from internal and external sources, and/or inability to access sufficient capital on favorable terms; the early stage of the cannabis industry in Canada
generally, realization of funded production estimates, income tax and regulatory matters; the ability of Aurora to implement its business strategies; competition;
currency and interest rate fluctuations; the risk of difficulties in the integration of Aurora and MedReleaf, the estimated size of the adult consumer market for
cannabis in Canada, the estimated size of the global medical cannabis market and other risks.
Recipients are cautioned that the foregoing risks are not exhaustive. Readers are further cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements as
there can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which they are placed will occur. Such information, although considered reasonable by
management at the time of preparation, may prove to be incorrect and actual results may differ materially from those anticipated.
Forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement and reflect our expectations as of the date hereof,
and thus are subject to change thereafter. Aurora disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of
new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law. Factors that could cause anticipated opportunities and actual results to differ materially
include, but are not limited to, matters referred to above and elsewhere in Aurora’s public filings and the material change reports that will be filed in respect of this
Transaction, which are, or will be, available on SEDAR.
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Cannabis Market
• Cannabis is rapidly undergoing change in its regulation,
production and use in various jurisdictions – here to stay
• Cannabis is arguably now the fastest growing agricultural
sector in the world with new and innovative products
entering the market or in development.
• The global cannabis market is expected to reach a value

of $70+ US billion per year by 2025
• Canada is now the largest federal seller of cannabis in
the world

Aurora:
Mission: “To develop and sell world class quality
cannabinoid products to patients and consumers
globally”

Vision: “Define the future
of cannabis globally”
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AURORA AT A GLANCE
A Leader in the Global Cannabis Industry
Sector Leader in Technology Across Operations and Product Development
Active in

5 Continents and 24

Countries,

2,400+ staff

Leading Medical Market Share in

Europe and Latin America

17 Global Production Facilities

with

(1)

3 EU GMP

Certified (2)

15 Strategic Acquisitions Across the Value Chain since August 2016
40

Clinical Studies Underway or Completed and over

1.

Excludes facilities from the recently closed ICC Labs acquisition.

2.

Includes 2 production facilities in Canada and 1 European distribution center.

(3)

3.

83,000

medical patients being served

Studies include randomized clinical trials and observational studies in addition to several case studies.
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Plant Health Protection is Important
• High media attention
• Larger production levels
• Outdoor Growing now allowed: increased use of plant
protection products likely & drift
• Greater final product ranges (edibles, etc.)
• Increased Imports and Exports

• Home grow has no inspection or enforcement

Canada: Brief History
• HC sets zero tolerances for unapproved pesticides but no testing requirements (MMPR: regs 2013)

2013

• HC fails to define zero for pesticide testing & HC tells LP to define zero and reporting limits themselves
• News media on LP pesticide recalls and Some LPs implement voluntary pesticide testing (Late 2016)
• HC/PMRA undertakes pesticide testing on random LPs (March, 2017) without validated testing method or sampling SOPs
• HC uses 10 ppb as “action level”/ “zero” (no consultation with industry)
• HC consults with industry on pesticide policy (one day session, June 2017)

• HC publishes draft pesticide policy in January 2018 for comment
• HC announces plans for $1M fines for use of unapproved pesticides use in cannabis
• HC publishes pesticide policy, effective Jan 2, 2019 – strictest in the world

Today

Canada vs California
Canada

California

Not treated with pest control product unless
the product is registered for use on cannabis
under the Pest Control Products Act or is
otherwise authorized for use under that Act

Canada

California

Mandatory testing

96

66

Limits

Very low

low

Limit Policy

Quantification

Health Risk

Approved Pest Control Products in Canada:

Pesticide Testing Limits in Cannabis:

Case Study:
• HC allowed plants to purchased from MMAR system
• Mother plants kept for several years due to severe space constraints and up to 6 months plus for licence
amendments
• Health Canada refused to provide guidance
• No HC validated methods for testing different matrices
• Voluntary testing established at 4 times less than lowest global regulatory level with lab that tested the
most pesticides (50 PPB)
• HC tested live plants (including mothers): results 11 to 23 PPB
• No Health Risk Assessment completed
• Type III Recall (because that is what HC did prior)
• New HC policy would mean 90% of recall not required

Lessons:
• HC fell into the regulatory policy trap of “zero
tolerance”
• HC cannot “test” themselves out of this issue

• Current approach is unsustainable
• Label changes are the only long term
solution

Proposal:
• For Canada label owners need to be open to adding cannabis to label
• PMRA needs to prioritize User Requested Minor Use Label Expansions (URMULE) for
cannabis
• AAFC and PMRA need to make cannabis pest management a priority for the Minor Use
Pesticides Program (MUPP) (2017 AAFC Minor Use Pesticide Priority Setting Workshop
refused to make medical cannabis a priority as “wasn’t legal”)

• Pesticide and cannabis industry organizations will need to coordinate efforts
• Joint development of specialized plant protection best practices program for cannabis
industry

Thank you / Merci

Questions?
@DrShaneMorris

